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Abstract: Index modulation (IM) has been attracting considerable research efforts in recent years
as it is considered a promising technology that can enhance spectral and energy efficiency and
help cope with the rising demand of mobile traffic in future wireless networks. In this paper,
we propose a cloud radio access network (C-RAN) suitable for fifth-generation (5G) and beyond
systems, where the base stations (BSs) and access points (APs) transmit multidimensional IM symbols,
which we refer to as precoding-aided transmitter-side generalized space–frequency IM (PT-GSFIM).
The adopted PT-GSFIM approach is an alternative multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-
MIMO) scheme that avoids multiuser interference (MUI) while exploiting the inherent diversity
in frequency-selective channels. To validate the potential gains of the proposed PT-GSFIM-based
C-RAN, a thorough system-level assessment is presented for three different three-dimensional
scenarios taken from standardized 5G New Radio (5G NR), using two different numerologies and
frequency ranges. Throughput performance results indicate that the 28 GHz band in spite of its
higher bandwidth and higher achieved throughput presents lower spectral efficiency (SE). The
3.5 GHz band having lower bandwidth and lower achieved throughput attains higher SE. Overall,
the results indicate that a C-RAN based on the proposed PT-GSFIM scheme clearly outperforms
both generalized spatial modulation (GSM) and conventional MU-MIMO, exploiting its additional
inherent frequency diversity.

Keywords: index modulation; precoding; PT-GSFIM; multiuser MIMO; system-level simulation;
5G and beyond 5G

1. Introduction

As technology advances in wireless communications, more innovative solutions have
been appearing. These solutions should be able to handle the increase in the number of
devices connected to the network and also the number of mobile traffic services that are
growing day by day. Newer generations are expected to offer better system robustness,
higher mobility and better spectral and energy efficiency than previous ones.

Current fifth-generation (5G) technology is capable, efficient and flexible, but can be
improved further. 5G technology works in bands below 7 GHz, which corresponds to the
Frequency Range 1 (FR1) of 5G New Radio (5G NR) [1], and above 24 GHz, corresponding
to Frequency Range 2 (FR2) of 5G NR, and can accommodate many more users than the
last generation counterpart. It uses the massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
concept which allows achieving 100x higher efficiency without requiring more base stations
(BSs). Massive MIMO and nonorthogonal multiple access (NOMA) are widely used in
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wideband networks and can accommodate a higher number of users and streams but fail
to achieve a higher spectral efficiency (SE) that is required to meet the challenges and
requirements of beyond 5G (B5G) and future generations (6G) [2,3]. Regarding recent
research work that has been done in the physical layer, one of the potential candidates to
improve future and current networks is the use of index modulation (IM) schemes [4,5].

IM has surged in recent years as a promising technique to convey additional informa-
tion bits, named index bits, that are distributed through a certain order and select certain
resource elements such as antennas, subcarriers, slots and channels. This capability of
activating certain resources of communications, through the indices of the building blocks,
can result in improvements in energy efficiency (EE) and SE and also reduces the com-
plexity of the receivers [3,6]. IM can be applied together with current technologies such as
massive MIMO and can be used in high-mobility scenarios, such as mobile communica-
tions [5]. Spatial modulation (SM) and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing with
IM (OFDM-IM) schemes are well-known examples of IM schemes [4,7].

SM was first introduced in order to simplify the MIMO schemes to a lower compu-
tational complexity and implementation, as it only requires a single RF chain to convey
the index bits [8]. This type of scheme can be combined with conventional modulation
techniques such as amplitude and phase modulation (APM), phase-shift keying (PSK) or
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Although SM only uses one active transmitter,
in [9] the concept of SM was generalized to enable multiple active antennas simultane-
ously, which was named generalized SM (GSM). IM schemes such as SM and GSM are
usually more suitable in large-scale communications, allowing superior EE and better BER
results than conventional MIMO [5,9,10]. The addition of precoding techniques allows the
implementation of SM relying on the activation of antennas at the receiver instead of the
transmitter, enabling lower implementation complexity at the receiver [10].

OFDM-IM uses an alternative approach as it explores IM applied at the frequency
domain instead of the spatial domain, relying on the indices of subcarriers of conventional
OFDM transmission [11,12]. Like SM/GSM, in OFDM-IM only a portion of subcarriers are
activated according to their indices, and only those convey M-ary modulated signals [13].
Various authors have modified and improved the basic OFDM-IM scheme. An example is
using precoding techniques to improve further the communications in downlink between
BSs and receivers. This results in reduced complexity at the receiver side, which tends
to lower the interference [14]. The use of interleavers on OFDM subcarriers is another
possible approach for achieving considerable improvements. In [15], the authors compared
the performance of OFDM-IM with a subcarrier-level block interleaver (OFDM-ISIM)
against traditional OFDM and OFDM-IM. It was shown that the former was capable of
achieving better BER results. Layered OFDM-IM (L-OFDM-IM) is another example of an
IM scheme that divides the OFDM subcarriers into multiple layers [16]. Dual-mode OFDM-
IM (DM-OFDM-IM) and multimode OFDM-IM (MM-OFDM-IM) and their generalized
versions are other good examples of IM-based OFDM schemes. Both of these schemes
use groups of designed constellations, which can be selected according to their indices
and desired communication [17–20]. All of these mentioned schemes tried to improve SE
over OFDM-IM.

It is important to note that IM can also be applied to time and channel domains. In [21],
the authors presented a scheme where IM is applied in the time domain. It uses the concept
of time slots, similar to time-division multiple access (TDMA), which is named IM multiple
access (IMMA). On the other hand, the IM approach in [22] uses the channel approach
to convey additional information through channel realizations. This is also known as
media-based modulation (MBM).

Many recent works on IM are focused on multiuser (MU) communications, especially
in downlink situations. The receivers usually have a limited number of antennas, which are
prone to multiuser interference (MUI). On the other hand, the uplink has less complexity
and can be addressed like an extension of GSM [23]. Some authors have proposed versions
of IM based on multidimensional schemes, which are built with a combination of spatial
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and frequency domains [7]. In [24], the authors have merged both SM and OFDM-IM
schemes simultaneously to produce a scheme named generalized space–frequency IM
(GSFIM). In this new technique, the index bits can select which antenna and subcarrier
should be activated at each transmission. Although only single user (SU) cases were
explored, the authors showed good results in BER performance and transmission rates,
when compared with other schemes. More recently, in [25] the authors extended the
same concept, proposing multidimensional IM schemes that work in MU scenarios. Both
frequency and spatial domains are exploited for downlink MU communications with the
assistance of signal space diversity (SSD), showing promising results. In [26], a scheme that
combines space–frequency code and MIMO OFDM-IM was proposed. It was shown that
the presented scheme was capable of increasing the transmit diversity order.

5G and beyond networks using radio access virtualization strategies and advanced
computational platforms will exploit network densification. The virtual cell concept re-
moves the traditional cell boundary for the device and provides a consequent reduction in
the detrimental “cell-edge experience” by the terminal. Traditionally, devices are associated
with a cell and, as a consequence, the link performance may degrade as a terminal moves
away from the cell center. In a virtualized cloud radio access network (C-RAN), the network
determines which BSs or access points (APs) are to be associated with each terminal. The
cell moves with the terminal in order to provide a cell-center experience throughout the
entire network. Each terminal is served by its preferred set of APs. The actual serving
set for a terminal may contain one or multiple BSs and the terminal’s data are partially or
fully available at some or a small set of potential serving BSs. The BS controller (central
processor) will accommodate each terminal with its preferred set and transmission mode at
every communication instance while considering load and channel state information (CSI)
knowledge associated with the BS [27].

The 5G NR system [28–30] uses scalable OFDM numerology introducing specific
subcarrier spacings (∆f ), transmission time interval (TTI), cyclic prefix (CP) and the number
of slots. Higher numerology indices correspond to larger subcarrier spacings (SCSs),
ranging from 15 to 480 kHz according to the equation: ∆ f = 15 kHz× 2n. The numerology
index n depends on various factors (i.e., service requirements, deployment type, carrier
frequency, etc.). The introduction of wider SCS is essential for mitigating inter-carrier
interference (ICI) and phase noise at millimeter-wave (mmWave) frequencies. As SCS
widens, the TTI assumes smaller values ranging from 1 ms to 31.25 µs. 5G NR was designed
to lower interference and increase EE by reducing always-on transmissions, which is a
crucial aspect to extend the lifetime of IoT devices. 5G NR ensures forward compatibility as
it is prepared for its future 6G evolution in use cases and technologies. The introduction of
mini-slots made 5G NR capable of guaranteeing low-latency requirements for ultrareliable
and low-latency communication (URLLC). At mmWave frequencies, high capacity and
extreme data rates are possible, even though higher frequencies introduce limitations in
coverage due to increased signal attenuation [31]. 5G NR specifications are projected to
accommodate dense urban scenarios, but with the introduction of mmWave, it can be more
likely to have some part of the signal blocked by obstacles or severely affected by distance,
which causes a substantial decrease in the signal strength, becoming hard to compensate
even with advanced signal processing techniques [32,33].

Motivated by the work above, in this paper we study the adoption of precoding-aided
transmitter-side generalized space–frequency IM (PT-GSFIM) as an alternative multiuser
MIMO (MU-MIMO) scheme for the downlink in 5G and beyond systems. Besides exploiting
both frequency and space domain resources through IM, different M-QAM constellation
orders can be supported so as to accommodate flexible tradeoffs between SE, performance
and complexity. In this paper we extend our previous work in [25], where we presented
the design of a precoder and different detection algorithms for PT-GSFIM. The present
scheme uses the same precoder to remove the MUI between BS and receivers, breaking the
MU communication into equivalent small SU links and achieving a lower complexity at
the receiver side. Furthermore, we adopt subcarrier-level interleaving combined with SSD
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techniques as it allows the proposed approach to exploit the inherent diversity in frequency-
selective channels and achieve improved performance without requiring additional power
or bandwidth. In this paper, we focus on the system-level assessment of a C-RAN based on
the PT-GSFIM scheme. The system-level evaluation is performed for numerologies 1 and 2
from 5G NR in three 3D scenarios with different parameters, such as modulation, number
of transmitted antennas per user, bandwidth and frequency carrier, and it is benchmarked
against two alternative MU-MIMO schemes. System-level simulations were performed
based on PT-GSFIM link-level results between the BSs and the multiple terminals, where
it is considered that the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) detection
algorithm from [25] is applied on the receiver side. System-level evaluation demonstrates
that C-RAN deployments in several indoor and outdoor scenarios, including urban or
mixed, can achieve significant performance and coverage improvements over typical
cellular networks.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model for the PT-GSFIM
system. Section 3 presents the transmitter and receiver structure as well as the different 5G
NR scenarios that are considered in the evaluation. Section 4 presents and discusses the
link- and system-level simulation results. The conclusions are outlined in Section 5.

Notation: Matrices and vectors are denoted by uppercase and lowercase boldface
letters, respectively. (.)T and (.)H denote the transpose and conjugate transpose of a ma-
trix/vector, ‖ · ‖p is the lp-norm of a vector, ‖ · ‖0 is its cardinality, supp(x) returns the
support of x, b·c is the floor function and In is the n × n identity matrix.

2. System Model

We consider the downlink of an OFDM-based MU-MIMO system, where a BS equipped
with Ntx antennas transmits to Nu users. Each user is assumed to have Nrx antennas each,
wherein that transmission is composed by grouping the subcarriers into Nf-sized subblocks,
with only Naf of them active at any given moment, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Transmitter and receiver structure [25].

As an example, if we have a scenario with Nf = 8 and Naf = 6, then only six out of
each group of eight subcarriers are selected, and only the selected ones are activated to
convey modulated symbols through their respective indices. This pattern of activation of
subcarriers is also combined with the pattern of activation of the spatial domain which
means that not all antennas will be transmitting in an active subcarrier. In fact, denoting Ns
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as the total number of streams assigned to the antennas on each subcarrier, then only Na of
the position will contain modulated symbols which will correspond to active antennas.

2.1. Precoding-Aided Transmitter-Side Generalized Space–Frequency Index
Modulation (PT-GSFIM)

We adopt an OFDM-based MU-MIMO as basis, where part of the information is
mapped to conventional M-sized APM symbols and the remaining is encoded onto spatial
and frequency indices. We assume a transmission block matrix where the bits are mapped
in a simple way, with the encoding of the spatial indices executed independently from
the frequency indices. In this case, simple look-up tables (LUTs) are inside each subblock:
one for the spatial resources and another for the frequency resources. Although some SE
is sacrificed when the mapping is done independently (the number of available space–
frequency blocks that are indices is normally reduced), it simplifies the detection process as
well the mapping/demapping process, as we will show further below. It is important to
highlight that the approach based on a pair of LUTs is only adequate when a small number
of both active antenna combinations and active subcarrier combinations exists. When this
number is large, a different strategy can be employed, as described in [11,34].

Defining a PT-GSFIM symbol as su
g ∈ C

Ns Nf ×1
, for the u-th user, it can be written

as su
g =

[(
su,1

g

)T
· · · 0 · · ·

(
s

u,Na f
g

)T
]T

, which corresponds to the concatenation of (Nf–Naf)

length-Ns vectors of zeros with Naf GSM symbol vectors su,i
g ∈ CNs×1

. These symbols are defined

as su,i
g =

[
0 su,i

g,1 0 · · · 0 su,i
g,Na

0
]T

, where i =
{

1, · · · , Na f

}
, u = {1, · · · , Nu} and

g = {1, · · · , NGSFIM} (NGSFIM is the number of PT-GSFIM symbols inside an OFDM block).
Each of the NGSFIM symbols is composed of all available antenna and subcarrier positions,
where each is activated and deactivated according to their indices. The symbols su,i

g,j, where
j = {1, · · · , Na}, are selected from an APM constellation. Since we are considering an MU
downlink situation, where precoding is applied, the expression for the transmitted signal can be
written as

xg =
Nu

∑
u=1

Fusu
g = Fsg (1)

where sg =

[(
s1

g

)T
· · ·
(

sNu
g

)T
]T

and F = [F1 · · · FNu ], with Fu ∈ C
Ntx Nf ×Ns Nf representing

the precoder matrix. After the precoders and interleavers (which are explained further
ahead), the frequency domain symbols are concatenated into N-sized blocks and converted
to time domain through an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Before the transmission
occurs, a CP with length greater than the delay spread of the channel is added to each
block. It is important to observe that each PT-GSFIM symbol can carry a total of bits per
user calculated through

Nbits = Na f

(⌊
log2

(
Ns
Na

)⌋
+ Na log2 M

)
+
⌊

log2(
N f
Na f

)
⌋

(2)

where Ns is the number of available spatial positions on each subcarrier which is con-
strained to Ns ≤ Ntx/Nu, and M is the size of the constellation adopted for the conventional
modulated symbols.

2.2. 5G New Radio 3D Scenarios

There are several 5G test scenarios [35]. The three most important ones are described
here and later evaluated using the multidimensional PT-GSFIM signals [25].

2.2.1. Urban Macro

The urban macro (UMa) homogeneous deployment scenario focuses on large cells and
continuous coverage. This scenario will be interference-limited, using macro transmission
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and reception points (TRPs, radio BSs above rooftop level). The intersite distance (ISD)
in this scenario is 500 m, with the BS antenna height being 25 m. The carrier frequency is
3.5 GHz or 28 GHz. The bandwidth for 3.5 GHz and 28 GHz is up to 100 MHz and 1 GHz,
respectively. Full buffer model is assumed. A total of 20 pieces of user equipment (UEs) are
distributed per sector of each cell, with 80% of users being indoor with 3 km/h velocity and
the remaining 20% being in cars with 30 km/h velocity. All parameters used correspond to
the Table 7.2-1 in [36].

2.2.2. Urban Micro—Street Canyon

The urban micro (UMi) deployment scenario focuses on urban micro cells and high
user densities and traffic loads in city centers and dense urban areas. This scenario will
be interference-limited, using micro TRPs with micro cells. The ISD for the micro cells is
200 m. There are three micro cells per macro cell, with the micro-BS antenna height being
10 m. The carrier frequency and bandwidths for micro cells are the same as for urban macro
cells. Full buffer traffic model is assumed. A total of 10 UEs are distributed per micro sector
with 80% of users being indoor with a moving speed of 3 km/h and the remaining 20%
being in cars with a velocity of 30 km/h. All parameters used correspond to the Table 7.2-1
in [36]. The layout of this scenario is illustrated on Figure 2.

Figure 2. Urban micro scenario layout: Macro layer: ISD = 200 m = 3R; Micro layer: 3 micro TRPs per
macro TRPs.

2.2.3. Indoor Hotspot

The indoor hotspot deployment scenario focuses on small coverage per cell and high
user throughput or user density in buildings. This scenario represents indoor offices (InDs)
with a total area of 120 m × 50 m. There are 12 small cells that are deployed with an ISD of
20 m. In this case, the BS antenna height is 3 m. The carrier frequency options are 30 and
70 GHz (mmWaves). The bandwidth for both 30 and 70 GHz carriers is up to 1 GHz. A
total of 10 users per cell are distributed uniformly, and all users are indoors with 3 km/h
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velocity. Full buffer model is assumed. The layout of this scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.
All parameters used correspond to the Table 7.2-2 in [36].

Figure 3. Indoor office scenario layout.

Our 3D simulation channel model considers the above-mentioned indoor and outdoor
wireless propagation environments in terms of physical aspects of mmWave frequencies
while numerous 5G NR channel models issues are adopted [36,37]. For any considered
operating frequency and scenario, the number of clusters, the number of subarrays (scatter-
ers) per cluster and the positions of the clusters can be determined by the detailed steps
and procedures of [36,37]. According to the 5G 3GPP 3D channel models, the numbers of
clusters and scatterers are determined using the Poisson and uniform distributions with
specific parameters. Since 5G NR extends the operating frequency range by comprising the
frequency bands below 7 GHz (i.e., FR1) and in the range from 24.25 to 52.6 GHz (i.e., FR2),
different antenna solutions and techniques need to be employed depending on the utilized
spectrum. For lower frequencies, up to a moderate number of antennas can be activated
(i.e., 64). In higher frequency bands, the transmission is characterized by a considerable
signal attenuation that limits the network coverage. To overcome this limitation, one of the
key features is the adoption of a large number of multiantenna elements having a given
aperture to increase the transmission/reception capability of MU-MIMO and beamforming.
Since managing transmissions in higher frequency bands is complicated, beam manage-
ment is necessary to establish the correspondence between the directions of the transmitter-
and receiver-side beams by identifying the most suitable beam pair for both downlink
and uplink.

3. Transmitter and Receiver Structure

In this section, we describe the transmitter and receiver structures adopted. Section 3.2
addresses the use of complex rotation matrices (CRMs) so as to integrate SSD into PT-GSFIM
symbol design. The last subsection presents the adopted receiver algorithm.

3.1. Precoder Design

Assuming the time domain samples have been converted to the frequency domain
through an N-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) and the CP has been discarded, the g-th
PT-GSFIM symbol received by the user can be written as

yu
g = Hu

gxg + nu
g = Hu

gFusu
g + Hu

g

Nu

∑
j = 1
j 6= u

Fjs
j
g + nu

g (3)
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where yu
g ∈ C

Nrx Nf ×1
, nu

g ∈ C
Nrx Nf ×1

represents the noise and Hu
g ∈ C

Nrx Nf ×Ntx Nf is the
frequency domain channel matrix between the BS and the user u. Since we are considering
an OFDM scheme, the channel matrix follows a block diagonal structure and can be
written as

Hu
g = blkdiag

{
Hu,1

g , · · · , Hu, f
g , · · · , H

u,N f
g

}
(4)

with Hu, f
g ∈ CNrx×Ntx , f = 1, · · · , N f . As seen on the right side of (3), the second term

represents the interference between users. Using the approach of block diagonalization (BD)
described in [38] for the design of the precoder matrices Fu, it is possible to eliminate all MUI
from all the receivers. It is important to note that the signals conveyed on each subcarrier
only generate interference on that subcarrier due to the block diagonal structure of Hu

g .
This means that the precoder matrices Fu for each subcarrier can be built independently
and follow a block diagonal structure; i.e.,

Fu = blkdiag
{

Fu,1, · · · , Fu,N f

}
(5)

with Fu, f ∈ CNtx×Ns , f = 1, · · · , N f . Each of the component precoder matrices Fu, f is

generated so as to enforce Hv, f
g Fu, f = 0 for all v 6= u, canceling all MUI. Let us define the

matrix that concatenates all the channel matrices between the base station and all users,
except user u, for the subcarrier f as

~
H

u, f

g =

[(
H1, f

g

)T
· · ·
(

Hu−1, f
g

)T(
Hu+1, f

g

)T
· · ·
(

HNu , f
g

)T
]T

(6)

This matrix models the transmission of the signal targeted at the u-th user when it
reaches all of the other receivers, which causes interference, thus corresponding to the
interference channel matrix. The appropriate precoder matrix Fu, f can be designed using an

orthonormal basis of the null space of
~
H

u, f

g , starting from the singular value decomposition

(SVD) of
~
H

u, f

g , which is given by

~
H

u, f

g =
~
Uu, f

~
Λu, f

[
~
V
(1)

u, f
~
V
(0)

u, f

]H

(7)

where
~
Uu, f is the matrix with the left-singular vectors,

~
Λu, f is a rectangular diagonal

matrix with the decreasing nonzero singular values,
~
V
(1)

u, f contains the right singular vectors

corresponding to the nonzero singular values and
~
V
(0)

u, f contains the remainder right singular
vectors. To guarantee zero MUI in each precoder matrix, each precoder can be set as

Fu, f =
~
V
(0)

u, f [:, 1 : Ns]. In this case, at each receiver, the resulting signal is reduced to

yu
g =

^
H

u

gsu
g + nu

g (8)

where
^
H

u

g = Hu
gFu is the equivalent SU channel. It can be observed that there is no presence

of MUI in the resulting signal. Keeping in mind that both Hu
g and Fu have a block diagonal

structure,
^
H

u

g will be block diagonal as well. Only a few positions of su
g will tend to be

nonzero, according to the stated system model. As a result, su
g is a sparse vector, and its

sparsity can be used to lower the transmitted power. To do this, we can use the same
strategy that we considered in [39] for virtual GSM transmissions, in which an alternative
signal is generated to reduce the transmitted power while assuring that the signals arriving
at receivers are similar to the original ones. Although we assume fully digital precoders in
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this paper, it is possible to simplify the implementation complexity of the proposed solution
by using a hybrid precoder design comprising a reduced digital part and an analog part
supported for example on analog phase shifters (and which are the same for all subcarriers).
The hybrid design can be easily accomplished following the approximation-based approach
described in [40].

3.2. Complex Rotation Matrices

A GSM symbol vector forming a PT-GSFIM is subject to the influence of the channel on

a single subcarrier since, according to the signal model of Equation (8),
^
H

u

g is block diagonal.
However, we can incorporate SSD techniques into the design of PT-GSFIM in order to
take advantage of the inherent diversity of frequency-selective channels commonly seen in
mobile propagation situations. SSD was first proposed in [41] and can be used to increase
performance without requiring more power or bandwidth. In the proposed approach, we
apply SSD by spreading each GSM symbol that makes up the primary PT-GSFIM symbol
over different subcarriers through the use of CRMs. Working with a rotating super-symbol
is part of the CRM application procedure. In this situation, we only apply the spreading
in the frequency direction, which means that all of the spatial components are rotated
simultaneously. For each user u, the rotated length-NsNf super-symbol can be expressed as

^
s

u
g =

(
AN f ⊗ INs

)
· su

g (9)

and the transmitted signal becomes (1)

xg =
Nu

∑
u=1

Fu

(
AN f ⊗ INs

)
su

g = F
(

INu ⊗
(

AN f ⊗ INs

))
sg (10)

Matrix AN f ∈ C
Nf ×Nf can be chosen from the family of orthonormal complex matrices

(OCRMs), which is defined as

AMCRM =



[
ejϕ je−jϕ

jejϕ e−jϕ

]
/|A2|1/2, MCRM = 2

|A2| = det(A2) = 2[
AMCRM/2 AMCRM/2
AMCRM/2 −AMCRM/2

]
/
∣∣AMCRM

∣∣1/MCRM , MCRM > 2

(11)

where MCRM = 2n,
∣∣AMCRM

∣∣ = det(AMCRM ) and ϕ is the rotation angle [42]. To get the
most out of frequency diversity, a subcarrier-wise interleaver is applied so that the effective
group of subcarriers assigned to each PT-GSFIM symbol is spread out across the entire
bandwidth. This interleaver is similar to the subcarrier-level block interleaver in [15].
However, in the case of PT-GSFIM, its effect is leveraged since with the use of CRMs,
and each individual GSM symbol is spread over the different subcarriers allocated to the
corresponding PT-GSFIM subblock.

3.3. Receiver Design

In the previous section, the transmitter side was described, where the use of a precoder
removes all MUI from the receiver side. This means that only SU detection needs to be
implemented at the receivers.

Due to the use of CRMs, each GSM symbol comprising a PT-GSFIM block is dispersed
across numerous subcarriers. As a consequence, the received signal can be written as

yu
g =

^
H

u

g
^
s

u
g + nu

g

=
^
H

u

gsu
g + nu

g

(12)
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where
^
H

u

g =
^
H

u

g

(
AN f ⊗ INs

)
is the overall equivalent channel that the user u “perceives”

for the gthPT-GSFIM symbol. To design the detector, first, we formulate the maximum
likelihood detection (MLD) problem as

min
su

g
f (s) ,

∥∥∥∥yu
g −

^
H

u

gsu
g

∥∥∥∥2

2
(13)

subject to su
g ∈ A0

Ns N f (14)

supp
(

su,i
g

)
∈ S0, i = 1, . . . , N f (15)

supp
(

su
g

)
∈ J (16)

where A0 represents the set with the complex-valued symbols from the adopted APM
constellation, including symbol 0. S0 denotes the set of valid supports of su,i

g , according
to the possible GSM symbols. J represents the set of valid supports of su,i

g according to
all possible active subcarrier combinations. Applying the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM), following the approach described in [43], results in the algorithm
in Table 1 In the algorithm, I designates the complement of the support set I and Q is the
number maximum of iterations.

Table 1. Algorithm based in ADMM used for GSFIM detection [25].

1: Input: x0, r0, z0, u0, v0, w0,
^
H

u
g , yu

g , ρx, ρr, ρz, Q
2: fbest = ∞

3: Φ←
((

^
H

u
g

)H^
H

u
g + (ρx + ρr + ρz)IN f Ns

)−1

4: for t = 0, 1, . . . Q-1 do

5: s(t+1) ← Φ

((
^
H

u
g

)H
yu

g + ρx

(
x(t) − u(t)

)
+ ρr

(
r(t) − v(t)

)
+ ρz

(
z(t) −w(t)

)
6:

(
xi
)(t+1)

← ∏S0

((
si
)(t+1)

+
(

ui
)(t+1)

)
7: r(t+1) ← ∏J

(
s(t+1) + v(t)

)
8: z(t+1) ← ∏A0

Ns Nf

(
s(t+1) + w(t)

)
9: I ← supp

(
x(t+1)

)
∩ supp

(
r(t+1)

)
10: If t = Q-1 then
11:

~
s

u
g [I]← 0

~
s

u
g [I]← ∏ANa f Na

((^
H

u
g [:, I]

)H^
H

u
g [:, I] + 2σ2INa f Ns

)−1

×
(
^
H

u
g [:, I]

)H
yu

g

)
12: else
13:

~
s

u
g [I]← 0,

~
s

u
g [I]← z(t+1)[I]

14: end if
15: If f

(~
s

u
g

)
< fbest then

16:
^
s

u

g [I]← 0 ,
^
s

u

g [I]←
~
s

u
g [I]

17: fbest = f
(~

s
u
g

)
18: end if
19: u(t+1) ← u(t) + s(t+1) − x(t+1)

20: v(t+1) ← v(t) + s(t+1) − r(t+1)

21: w(t+1) ← w(t) + s(t+1) − z(t+1)

22: end for

23: Output:
^
s

u

g
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In line 6, ∏S0
( · ) denotes the projection over S0 which can be completed by choosing

the Na largest magnitude elements, and whose indices also correspond to a valid active
antenna combination. If set S0 is very large, the projection can be simplified to a basic
cardinality-based one. In this situation, the projection can be obtained by turning to zeros
the Ns–Na smallest magnitude elements. Step 7 requires computing the projection over
set J, ∏J( · ), which may be achieved by nulling all, except the Naf columns of the matrix

R = vec−1
Ns×N f

(
s(t+1) + v(t)

)
which have a higher Euclidean norm and which also match

a valid active subcarrier combination. If set J is very large, the projection can also be
simplified to a basic cardinality-based projection. In this case, we simply need to zero the
Nf–Na columns of R with a smaller Euclidean norm. Step 8 involves a projection over set
A0

Ns N f , ∏A0
Ns Nf ( · ), which can be computed elementwise through simple rounding to

the nearest element in A0. The projection in step 11 can be performed in a similar way.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we present numerical simulations, both link- and system-level, for the
PT-GSFIM-based downlink scheme integrated into a 5G NR system. Results are presented
in bit error rate (BER) and measure the performance of the signal across the entire communi-
cation chain, from transmitter to receiver. Link performance results, namely block error rate
(BLER) results, are used as input by the system-level simulator. We consider a virtualized
C-RAN, where the network determines which BSs or APs are to be associated with each
terminal. The total number of BSs or APs depends on the scenario and are indicated in
Tables 1 and 2. Each BS or AP consists of three TRPs, each one equipped with Ntx antennas,
while users have Nrx antennas. The BS or AP array configuration corresponds to three uni-
form linear arrays, each with 256 antennas, where the separation between antennas of the
array is half-wavelength [44]. The system-level block diagram can be found in [36,37,45,46].

4.1. Link-Level Simulations

In this section, the performance of the proposed PT-GSFIM scheme is assessed and
compared against other MU-MIMO systems. Monte Carlo simulations were run according
to the system model presented previously.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of block diagonalization (BD)-based MU-MIMO scheme
from [38], GSM MU-MIMO from [39] and the PT-GSFIM from [25]. We assume a scenario
with Nu = 8, Na = 2 and Nrx = 5 for all schemes, while keeping the same SE, close to
12 bits per channel use (bpcu). SE is computed through Equation (2), divided by Nf. We
also employ a total of Ntx = 12Nu antennas for all three schemes, with PT-GSFIM and BD
MU-MIMO using the ADMM algorithm for the detection and GSM using the OB-MMSE
algorithm from [47]. The CRM adopted in the PT-GSFIM scheme considers a rotation angle
ϕ of 30◦. Both GSM and PT-GSFIM are using a 16QAM constellation, whereas 64QAM
is used in BD MU-MIMO. To ensure a fair comparison, all schemes have an SE close to
12 bpcu per user. It can be observed that the PT-GSFIM scheme outperforms both GSM and
traditional MU-MIMO, and the gains are greater when the symbols are distributed over
a larger number of subcarriers (Nf). At the end of the paper, we will compare these three
MU-MIMO schemes based on system-level simulations.

A second set of simulations were performed in order to analyze the BLER performance
versus the energy per symbol to noise power spectral density (Es/N0) in dB for the pro-
posed PT-GSFIM system. For these BLER simulations, a minimum of 25,000 blocks were
transmitted for computing each BLER result.

In Figure 5, BLER is presented versus (Es/N0) in dB for three cases of M-QAM mod-
ulations, namely M∈{4,16,64}. We have different SEs for 64QAM, namely 12.5 bpcu and
11.75 bpcu; for 16QAM, the SE is 11.9375 bpcu; and for 4QAM (QPSK), we have 6.5 bpcu
and 5.75 bpcu. The difference between them is the number of transmitting antennas per
user, which was 8 antennas per user for 64QAM (12.5 bpcu) and 4QAM (6.5 bpcu), 5 anten-
nas per user for 64QAM (11.75 bpcu) and 4QAM (5.75 bpcu) and 12 antennas per user are
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used for 16QAM (11.9375 bpcu). As expected, higher values of M require higher values of
Es/N0 to reach the reference BLER = 10−1. A higher number of antennas per user increases
the bpcu and decreases the Es/N0 required to reach the reference BLER.

Figure 4. Comparison of BER performances of PT-GSFIM, GSM and conventional BD MU-MIMO,
with Nu = 8 and SE = 12 bpcu.

Figure 5. BLER vs. (Es/N0) dB curves for PT-GSFIM in an MU scenario with Nrx = 5, 64QAM
(11.75 bpcu and 12.5 bpcu), 16QAM (11.9375 bpcu) and 4QAM (5.75 and 6.5 bpcu).
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4.2. System-Level Simulations

Using the PT-GSFIM link-level results, in this subsection we describe several system-
level simulations that were performed for a C-RAN incorporating PT-GSFIM, considering
different scenarios and 5G NR numerologies. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB consid-
ered in the system-level simulations is obtained from SNR = (Es/N0) + 10 log(Rs/B) dB,
where Rs is the total transmitted symbol rate per antenna and user, B is the total bandwidth
(we considered 20 MHz at 3.5 GHz and 50 MHz at 28 GHz) and Es/N0 is the ratio of symbol
energy to noise spectral density in dB. Values of Es/N0 are obtained from the link-level
BLER results. 5G NR frame structure has both frequency division duplex (FDD), used in
the paired spectrum, and time division duplex (TDD), used for the unpaired spectrum.
We chose TDD in this work and 5G NR numerology 1 for UMi and UMa scenarios at
3.5 GHz and numerology 2 for InD scenario at 28 GHz [44]. For UMi and UMa scenarios,
B = 20 MHz with normal CP, where the subcarrier spacing is 30 kHz and 28 OFDM symbols
are transmitted in every subframe of 1 ms. For InD scenario, B = 50 MHz, the subcarrier
spacing is 60 kHz and 28 OFDM symbols are transmitted in every subframe of 0.5 ms. Other
simulator parameters are as follows: maximum TRP transmit power of 49 dBm for UMa,
44 dBm for UMi and 30 dBm for InD, receiver spectral noise power density −174 dBm/Hz,
CP overhead 5%, pilots/TRP = 50 and uniform linear arrays with uni-polarized antennas.
Each user feedbacks all CSI and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) to TRPs
during uplink time slots. Equal duration of downlink and uplink time slots is assumed.
Users are placed uniformly around TRPs and random waypoint mobility around TRPs is
employed. We must consider that the full buffer is used. The static clustering technique
partitions the network into three adjacent TRP sets where each user is served by at least
one TRP, while the others perform inter-user interference. When C-RAN cluster size is
one it means that there is no C-RAN BS clustering; this is the traditional cellular system.
The UMi street canyon scenario is a high-density urban one where 80% of users are inside
buildings and 20% of users are in the streets (such as UMa). However, the intersite distance
is 200 m, which allows decreasing the total transmitted power from 49 dBm (UMa) to
44 dBm. Scenarios UMa and UMi street canyon can be directly compared because they both
use numerology 1 and the same carrier frequency (3.5 GHz) and bandwidth B = 20 MHz.
However, the scenario InD cannot be directly compared with the others because it uses
numerology 2 with double the transmitted symbols per 1 ms, having a different bandwidth,
B = 50 MHz, and a carrier frequency of 28 GHz.

Based on the parameters of Figure 6, and noting that we considered Nu = 50, 5 transmit
antennas per user Ntx = 5Nu and Nrx = 5 receive antennas per user, there are a total of
250 active antennas at each sector (one TRP per sector). 64QAM requires a higher SNR
compared to 4QAM. InD is expected to offer the highest throughput due to its smaller
size. This occurs independently of the modulation. UMi scenario assures the next best
throughput performance, whereas UMa is the scenario with the lowest throughput. It
is observed that the highest throughput performance is for InD with 4QAM-modulated
packets. This is due to the InD scenario having twice the bit rate compared to the other sce-
narios. Moreover, InD has strong inter-interference and high propagation losses; however,
most of the 4QAM packets are received correctly due to its required SINR being small. By
contrast, most of the 64QAM packets are received with error because of its required SINR
being high, resulting in lower average throughput. In other words, 64QAM packets are
only correctly received close to the BS, while 4QAM packets are correctly received almost
everywhere. Scenario UMi also has strong inter-interference between sites, and there is
additional outdoor-to-indoor propagation loss for users that are inside the buildings. The
throughput performance of 64QAM packets is lower than that of 4QAM packets in all
scenarios. The explanation for this is the same given for the InD scenario. Scenario UMa
also has strong inter-interference between sites, and due to the highest ISD, users at the cell
borders suffer the smallest SINR. It also has additional outdoor-to-indoor propagation loss
for users that are inside the buildings. As a consequence, the throughput performance of
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UMa is the worst of the three scenarios. In UMa, the throughput performance of 4QAM
packets is slightly higher than that of 64QAM packets.

Figure 6. Throughput vs. number of users for different scenarios with Ntx = 5Nu, Nf = 4, Naf = 3,
Ns = 5, Na = 2, Nrx = 5, 64-QAM (11.75 bpcu per user) and 4QAM (5.75 bpcu per user), C-RAN cluster
size 1.

In Figure 7, the RAN cluster size is 3, so the network is partitioned into three adjacent
site sets and each user is served at the same time by three sites (generating much less
inter-interference). The same maximum Nu = 50 from the previous scenario is also consid-
ered. From the comparison between Figures 6 and 7, it is clear that there is an improved
throughput for clusters of three sites, due to much lower inter-interference between sites,
especially for 64QAM in all scenarios. InD continues to offer the highest throughput due
to its smaller size and double transmitted bit rate when compared to the other scenarios.
The average throughput gain due to cluster size 3 for UMi is 4.6 for 64QAM and 2.0 for
4QAM. The gain for UMa is 3.9 for 64QAM and 2.7 for 4QAM. The gain for InD is 2.6 for
64QAM and 1.6 for 4QAM. For 4QAM (5.75 bpcu), the increase in throughput between
3C and 1C is less obvious due to its lower SE allowing higher cell coverage. For 50 users
in UMi with 3C, the total throughput of 64QAM is 2.760 Gbps, which corresponds to a
sector SE of 138 bps/Hz that is equivalent to almost 2.8 bps/Hz per user. For 50 users in
InD, the total throughput of 64QAM is 3.875 Gbps, which corresponds to a sector SE of
77.5 bps/Hz that is equivalent to 1.55 bps/Hz per user. This is in agreement with higher
frequency bands (28 GHz) which imply higher bandwidths (50 MHz) but lower SE, while
lower frequency bands (3.5 GHz) result in lower bandwidths (20 MHz) but higher SE.
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Figure 7. Throughput vs. number of users for different scenarios with Ntx = 5Nu, Nf = 4, Naf = 3,
Ns = 5, Na = 2, Nrx = 5, 64-QAM (11.75 bpcu per user) and 4QAM (5.75 bpcu per user), C-RAN cluster
size 3.

Figure 8 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of each user served by one
TRP of the UMa scenario, based on the throughput results presented in Figures 6 and 7. This
CDF statistic is based on the throughput per user achieved as a function of the distance
between terminals and serving TRPs. Each TRP has Ntx = 250 active antennas serving
50 users each with Nrx = 5 antennas. We consider the C-RAN UMa scenario with two
different cluster sizes, namely a cluster of size 1 (1C) and a cluster of size 3 (3C). As
expected, only for 3C there is a percentage of users that achieve the maximum throughput.
With 3C, not only users that are close to the TRPs are able to get the maximum throughput.
About 20% of users for 64QAM and 50% of users for 4QAM are in this situation of achieving
maximum throughput. For 4QAM with 1C, only users that are located quite close to the
TRP antenna (less than 1%) are able to get maximum throughput. For 64QAM with 1C,
no user is able to get the maximum throughput due to high inter-interference. For 4QAM
with 1C, only users that are located quite close to the TRP antenna (less than 1%) are able
to get maximum throughput. For 64QAM with 1C, no user is able to get the maximum
throughput due to high inter-interference. So, for 64QAM, most of the packets are not
received correctly, while for 4QAM, many of the packets are correctly received.
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Figure 8. Throughput performance (bps) vs. CDF of throughput for UMa scenario with Ntx = 5Nu,
Nf = 4, Naf = 3, Ns = 5, Na = 2, Nrx = 5, 64QAM (11.75 bpcu per user) and 4QAM (5.75 bpcu per user).

Figure 9 presents the CDF of a TRP for the UMa scenario serving 20 users, during
the simulation run with a duration of 100 s. These statistics are based on the throughput
performance of each one of all users measured at each TTI = 0.5 ms during the simulation
run. When we compare the maximum throughput values of Figures 8 and 9, we can see
an increase of 14 for 4QAM and 7 for 64QAM. These numbers refer to 3C RAN clustering,
confirming its lower inter-interference. In Figure 9, we can also observe the difference
of 3 times more throughput achieved by RAN clustering 3C compared to the case of
1C. This occurs independently of the modulation. For 3C, there is a slight throughput
gain of 64QAM-modulated packets compared to 4QAM packets. For 1C, there is a slight
throughput gain of 4QAM packets compared to 64QAM. This corroborates the results of
Figures 6 and 7, for the value of Nu = 20.

In Figure 10, we only consider the UMa scenario, we compare the throughput for three
cases of the number of transmitting antennas per user Ntx/Nu, with RAN cluster sizes of 1
and 3. Based on the BLER results of Figure 5, the best BLER performance with the highest
bpcu per user belongs to Ntx/Nu = 12, followed by Ntx/Nu = 8 and Ntx/Nu = 5. However, a
higher number of transmitting antennas per user implies that a lower number of users are
served, because the total number of TRP antennas is fixed and equals 256. The number of
receiving antennas per user is kept fixed and equals 5. It should be pointed out that it is
not clear what Ntx/Nu would provide higher throughput. From Figure 8, we conclude that
the best Ntx/Nu ratio depends on the RAN cluster size and modulation. For cluster size
1, the highest throughput performance is for Ntx/Nu = 12 using 16QAM, and the lowest
throughput is for 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 5.
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Figure 9. CDF of TRP throughput vs. TRP throughput (bps) for UMa scenario with Ntx = 5Nu, Nf = 4,
Naf = 3, Ns = 5, Na = 2, Nrx = 5, 64-QAM (11.75 bpcu per user) and 4QAM (5.75 bpcu per user).

Figure 10. Throughput vs. number of active TRP antennas, for UMa scenario, Nrx = 5, for two C-RAN
cluster sizes, modulations and numbers of antennas per user, namely with Ntx/Nu = 5, 64QAM(5)
and 4QAM(5); with Ntx/Nu = 8, 64QAM(8) and 4QAM(8); and with Ntx/Nu = 12, 16QAM(12).
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This result can be explained by the existence of high inter-interference in this cluster
size, which affects mostly high-order modulations with the maximum number of users
served at the same time. The case with Ntx/Nu = 12 using a constellation of 16QAM has
the minimum number of users served at the same time but has the highest bpcu per user,
resulting in the lowest interference, which is the best case. However, for cluster size 3,
there is much less inter-interference between sites. In this case, the highest throughput
performance is achieved for the two 64QAM cases, namely with Ntx/Nu = 8 or Ntx/Nu = 5.
The lowest throughput is achieved for Ntx/Nu = 8 using 4QAM. This is explained by
the low-order modulation and bpcu associated with a limited number of served users
compared to the case of Ntx/Nu = 5. With a small level of inter-interference of cluster size
3, high-order modulations present the best throughput performance. From these results,
we conclude that there is an optimum Ntx/Nu to achieve the highest throughput, but it
depends on the cluster size and modulation. Higher Ntx/Nu with 16QAM is recommended
for C-RAN cluster size 1 with a high level of inter-interference and a lower number of users
per site. Lower Ntx/Nu with 64QAM is recommended for RAN cluster size 3 with lower
inter-interference but a higher number of users per site.

Figure 11 corresponds to Figure 10, but in this case, we consider the UMi scenario.
When we compare both figures, it is obvious that the best throughput performance is
achieved in the UMi scenario. This was expected due to lower ISD, in spite of a higher
number of users per unit of area. The total number of TRP antennas is the same and equals
256. The number of receiving antennas per user is kept fixed and equals 5. It is interesting
to find the Ntx/Nu that provides higher throughput. From Figure 11, we can conclude that
the best Ntx/Nu depends on the C-RAN cluster size and modulation. For cluster size 1, the
highest throughput performance is obtained for Ntx/Nu = 12 using 16QAM, and the lowest
throughput is achieved for 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 5. The high inter-interference of this
cluster size makes high-order modulation with the maximum number of users served at the
same time the worst case of achieved throughput. The case Ntx/Nu = 12 using 16QAM has
the minimum number of users served simultaneously but with the highest bpcu per user
and continues to present the lowest interference, corresponding to the best case. Cluster
size 3 has much less inter-interference between sites. In this case, the highest throughput
performance is achieved for 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 5.

Figure 11. Throughput vs. number of active TRP antennas, for UMi scenario, Nrx = 5, for two C-RAN
cluster sizes, modulations and numbers of antennas per user, namely with Ntx/Nu = 5, 64QAM(5)
and 4QAM(5); with Ntx/Nu = 8, 64QAM(8) and 4QAM(8); and with Ntx/Nu = 12, 16QAM(12).
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The lowest throughput is achieved for Ntx/Nu = 8 using 4QAM. This is explained by
the low-order modulation and bpcu associated with a reduced number of served users
compared to the case of Ntx/Nu = 5. Cluster size 3 has a small level of inter-interference,
which allows the case of 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 5 to achieve higher throughput than
64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 8 due to a higher number of users with almost the same bpcu.
Considering what we have been observing throughout this study, we conclude that there is
a value of Ntx/Nu that can achieve the highest throughput, but it depends on the cluster
size and modulation. Higher Ntx/Nu with 16QAM is recommended for C-RAN cluster size
1 with a high level of inter-interference and a lower number of users per site. 64QAM with
Ntx/Nu = 5 is recommended for C-RAN cluster size 3 with lower inter-interference but a
higher number of users per site.

Figure 12 corresponds to Figures 10 and 11, but in this case, we consider the InD
scenario. When we compare the three figures, it is obvious that the best throughput
performance is attained in the InD scenario. This was expected due to the 2-fold increase
in the transmitted bit rate and lower ISD, in spite of the highest number of users per unit
of area. The total number of TRP antennas is the same and equals 256. The number of
receiving antennas per user is kept fixed and equals 5. In this case, we also wanted to
find the value of Ntx/Nu that could provide the highest throughput in this InD scenario at
28 GHz.

Figure 12. Throughput vs. number of active TRP antennas, for InD scenario, Nrx = 5, for two C-RAN
cluster sizes, modulations and numbers of antennas per user, namely with Ntx/Nu = 5, 64QAM(5)
and 4QAM(5); with Ntx/Nu = 8, 64QAM(8) and 4QAM(8); and with Ntx/Nu = 12, 16QAM(12).

From Figure 12, we conclude that the best Ntx/Nu depends on the C-RAN cluster size
and modulation. For cluster size 1, the highest throughput performance continues to be
that of Ntx/Nu = 12 using 16QAM, and the lowest throughput is obtained for 64QAM with
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Ntx/Nu = 5. The high inter-interference of cluster size 1 makes high-order modulation
with the maximum number of users served at the same time the worst case of achieved
throughput. The case of 16QAM with Ntx/Nu = 12, in spite of having the minimum number
of users served at the same time, has the highest bpcu per user and continues to present
the lowest interference. For cluster size 3, there is much less inter-interference between
sites, and the highest throughput performance is obtained for 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 8.
The lowest throughput is achieved for 4QAM with Ntx/Nu = 5. This is explained by the
low-order modulation and lower bpcu associated with this case in spite of the maximum
number of served users per site. Cluster size 3 has a small level of inter-interference
and allows 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 8 to achieve higher throughput than 64QAM with
Ntx/Nu = 5, due to a higher bpcu despite a lower number of users per site. As before, we
conclude that there is a value of Ntx/Nu that can achieve the highest throughput, but it
depends on the cluster size and modulation. Higher Ntx/Nu with 16QAM is recommended
for RAN cluster size 1 with a high level of inter-interference and a lower number of users
per site. 64QAM with Ntx/Nu = 8 is recommended for RAN cluster size 3 with lower
inter-interference but a higher number of users per site.

Table 2 presents the SE of the three scenarios, namely UMa, UMi and InD, for C-RAN
cluster sizes of 1 and 3, based on the throughput results taken from Figures 10–12. It
is observed that for cluster 1C, 16QAM(12) offers the highest SE for all scenarios. For
cluster 3C, 64QAM(5) offers the highest SE for scenario UMi whereas 64QAM(8) offers the
highest SE for scenario InD. For the UMa scenario, both 64QAM(5) and 64QAM(8) offer the
highest SE.

Table 2. SE in bps/Hz of different scenarios and cluster sizes 1 and 3.

Modulation(SE) UMa, 3C UMi, 3C InD, 3C UMa, 1C UMi, 1C InD, 1C

64QAM(5) 2.00 2.75 1.55 0.51 0.61 0.59
64QAM(8) 2.00 2.29 1.73 0.65 0.98 0.88
4QAM(5) 1.76 1.84 1.52 0.66 0.90 0.97
4QAM(8) 1.36 1.38 1.16 0.71 0.80 1.00

16QAM(12) 1.69 1.71 1.42 0.88 1.06 1.17

In Figure 13, we compare the throughput for three different systems, namely the
proposed PT-GSFIM, the BD MU-MIMO scheme from [37] and GSM MU-MIMO from [47],
where we keep constant Ntx/Nu = 12 and Nsc = 256, resulting in approximately 12 bpcu. We
evaluate the throughput for three scenarios, namely UMa, UMi and InD. We observe that
independently of the system, the throughput performance of the InD scenario is the best,
as expected. This is due to its double transmitted bit rate compared to the other scenarios;
the combination of Ntx/Nu = 12 with cluster size 3 results in a smaller number of users and
has lower inter-interference. Based on the results of Figure 13, the proposed PT-GSFIM
scheme clearly outperforms both GSM and conventional MU-MIMO, taking advantage of
the symbols being spread over a larger number of subcarriers, exactly Nf = 16 and Naf = 13,
thus exploiting the frequency diversity.

Therefore, for C-RAN cluster size 3, both indoor and outdoor scenarios indicate that
the total throughput achieved by our scheme is higher than that of conventional MU-MIMO
and exhibits better system performance than the GSM counterpart.

In Figure 14, we compare the coverage of C-RAN cluster sizes 1 and 3 for 64QAM and
4QAM, both with Ntx/Nu = 8. As expected, the coverage of modulation 4QAM is higher
than the coverage of 64QAM, independently of the cluster size. We also observe that for
100% of transmitted power, the coverage gain of cluster size 3 (3C) compared to cluster size
1 (1C) is 1.9 for 4QAM and increases to 3.1 for 64QAM. Cluster size 3 increases especially
the coverage of high-order modulations such as 64QAM modulation.
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Figure 13. Throughput vs. number of active TRP antennas, RAN cluster size 3, for different systems
and scenarios, with Ntx/Nu = 12, Nsc = 256, Na = 2, Nrx = 5, 12 bpcu, GSM and MU-MIMO with
64QAM and GSFIM with 16QAM Nf = 16, Naf = 13.

Figure 14. Coverage vs. percentage of TRP transmitted power, for UMa scenario, with Ntx/Nu = 8,
Nsc = 256, Nrx = 5, 64QAM with 12.5 bpcu and 4QAM with 6.5 bpcu.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we described a C-RAN aimed at 5G and beyond systems, where each BS
transmits precoded space–frequency domain IM symbols. In the proposed approach, part
of the information is conveyed implicitly on the indices of the active OFDM subcarriers
and antennas, which also transmit normal APM signals carrying the remaining bits. The
adopted PT-GSFIM scheme can benefit from the diversity effects inherent to frequency-
selective channels and avoid inter-user interference at each receiver, which enables the
C-RAN to accommodate flexible tradeoffs between SE, performance and complexity. A
thorough system-level evaluation of the proposed PT-GSFIM-based C-RAN was performed
considering standardized 5G NR scenarios with two different cluster sizes. With cluster
size 3, the network is portioned into three adjacent TRP sets where each user is served by
three TRPs, while the others perform inter-user interference. For RAN cluster size 1, we
have the traditional cellular system. C-RAN system-level simulations considered three
different three-dimensional scenarios using two different numerologies and frequency
ranges: the UMa and UMi scenarios using numerology 1 at 3.5 GHz and the InD scenario
using numerology 2 at 28 GHz. Throughput performance results indicate that, in spite of
its higher bandwidth and higher achieved throughput, the 28 GHz band presents lower
SE. The 3.5 GHz band having lower bandwidth and lower achieved throughput attains
higher SE. There is an optimum number of transmitting antennas per user Ntx/Nu to achieve
the highest throughput, but it depends on the cluster size of C-RAN and modulation. A
higher number of Ntx/Nu with 16QAM is optimum for traditional cellular networks with a
high level of intersite interference and a lower number of users per site. A lower number
of Ntx/Nu with 64QAM is optimum for C-RAN with lower intersite interference but a
higher number of users per site. Overall, the system evaluation shows that the proposed
PT-GSFIM scheme can outperform both GSM and conventional MU-MIMO, exploiting
its additional inherent frequency diversity. As future work, we intend to apply other
alternative numerical and probabilistic methods which may be less time-intensive in order
to achieve accurate system-level evaluation results.
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